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Particle Physics
What is the element of matter? Particle 
physics is asking this philosophical issue 
since the classical Greek era.  

Molecur： 10-9 m

Atom： 10-10 m

Nucleon： 10-14 m

Partons：
10-15 m

Atom
10-10m

Nucleus
10-14m

Proton, neutron
10-15m

Electron

quark



Mystery of Universe

1 Birth of the Universe
Where are we  from?

2 What is the Universe?
Who are we?

3 What is the future?
Where are we going?
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I know that I know nothing
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95% of Universe is dark.

5%

27%

68%

Contents of Universe



Accelerating expansion 
by dark energy.
Thermal death?

Shrink again?
Vacuum breakdown?  
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Create Universe

Explore the Universe
ISS, satellite probe, planetary probe, cosmic probe, etc. 

Observation
Observatory on ground (Telescope, Nutrino , gravity wave ), 
satellite telescope, etc. 

How to solve the mystery

Reproduce the birth of Universe with accelerator. 

ISS Voyger

Hubble telescopeSUBARU observatory

ILCLHC

Super Kamiokande

KEKB

Hayabusa



How to create Universe

Annihilation of particle and anti-
particle creates  energy in vacuum 

Energy in vacuum ~ birth of Universe

Particle
Antipartcle

Wikipedia

E=mc2
『E=mc2』

Mass = Energy
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Albert Einstein



©Rhys Taylor

Matter is born from 
Nothing

無から有が⽣まれる



What is Mass?

When the universe is born, all particle doesnʼt have mass. 

But, we suffer our weight control.  Why?

Hypothesis 
Higgs particle generate mass for particle. 

By reproduce the born of Universe by collider, we study 
how the massive universe is developed. 



ILC as a Higgs factory

We want Higgs as 
many as possible. 
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Higgs 
mechanism

Origin of mass

If Higgs is the only origin of 
mass, the coupling to Higgs is 
proportional to the mass. 

If there is any new physics, the 
relation is not linear. In other 
words, if the relation is non-
linear, it is an evidence of new 
physics. 

Yukawa 
coupling 

Higgs self 
coupling

H
ig

gs
  c

ou
pl

in
g



Supersymmetry Composite Higgs

Finger print of New physics

Standard Model



Boost up the energy of particle

Accelerator development
A long journey to Higgs
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Electric Field
Particle

Classical accelerator
Cockcroft-Walton accelerator at Oxford U.



History of Accelerator
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Accelerator always open the door to new world. 

Static Field Accelerator

Cyclotron

Synchrotron

Collider

High Voltage!

Collision is creation.

Like 
a vortex

Synchronize!

100,000 eV

200,000,000 eV

7,000,000,000,000 eV

2x7,000,000,000,000 eV



J. J. Thomson
The first human who saw the elementary particle
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2012 LHC（CERN) discovered 
Higgs particle. 

Scale : 130000 times 
Energy ; 1,300,000,000 times

1897 Discovery of 
electron by crooks tube. 

20cm , 100kV 

26km, 13 TeV 



Collider
Donʼt move !
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Fixed target

Collider
125GeV + 125 GeV
Electron      Positron

62500000 GeV + rest 
Electron                Positron

To create Higgs particle

Center of Mass energy = 2𝐸

Center	of	Mass	energy= 2𝑚𝐸



International
Linear
Collider

Energy Frontier
Top runner of accelerator 

HERA

PETRA DORIS

LEP/LHC

SppS
ISR

TRISTAN
SLC PEP

SPEAR

SSC

TEVATRON

EUROPE ASIA US
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u

u d
u

u d

e- e+

• Collision between elementary particles (leptons).
• The initial state is well defined. 
• Full reconstruction of events. 
• A powerful tool for new particle and phenomena.

It can be discovered even if it is invisible. 

Electron positron Collider

• Collision between composite particles (protons).
• Initial state is statistically distributed. 
• Extremely high energy, high event rate, large noise.

Hadron Collider

Two colliders
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u

u d
u

u d

e- e+

• Collision between elementary particles (leptons).
• CME is fully controllable. 
• Event rate is less than that of hadron collider, but 

the even CME is always same. 
• Good for factory machine.

Electron positron Collider

• Collision between partons. 
• Initial state is different for each collision.
• Many collisions, but less collision at a certain CME.

Hadron Collider

Colliders as Factory machine
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Why Linear Collider
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Why do we need Linear collider?
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Most of colliders were circular collider.
1．High energy by repetitive accelerations. 
2．High luminosity by high collision rate.
3. Once the beam is accelerated, it is just 

circulating. Power effective.  

Ring collider is great! But…



Luminosity

𝑁 = 𝜎𝐿 L: Luminosity [cm-2s-1]
Density of arrow and 
target, repetition of arrows : Cross section [cm2]

Size of target



Energy Consumption

𝑃!"## = 𝜂
2𝐼𝐸
𝜏
+ 2

4𝜋𝑒$

3
𝛽%𝛾%

𝜌

𝑃!"## = 𝜂2𝐼𝐸

Linear Collider

Ring Collider
E=125 GeV
I=100mA
𝜏=2 hours
𝜂=10

P=35 MW

E=125 GeV
I=100mA
𝜏=none
𝜂=10

P=250 
GW



Beam life in a Ring Collider

Birth

Electron and positron 
are generated by the 

sources. 

ｔ=0 sec.

Growing

The beam is 
accelerated up to the 

stored  energy . 

t=10-6 sec.

Working

The collision is 
repeated.

~2 hours.

End of life

The beam is lost 
statistically by 
scattering , etc. 

t=2 hours.
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Beam life in a Linear  Collider

Birth

Electron and positron 
are generated by the 

sources. 

ｔ=0 sec.

Growing

The beam is 
accelerated up to the 

collision energy . 

t=10-6 sec.

Working

The beam passes IP 
only once.

~10-11 sec.

End of life

The beam is dumped 
after  the collision. 

t=0.2 sec.

26
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Paradigm change
Synhrotron radiation 
exceeds the limit!

According to local information, a revolution 
broke out in the capital of the RING empire. 
Huge waste of resources by synchrotron 
radiation got angry with the public.  A 
caretaker government was established and 
measures such as freezing royal property 
were announced.



All things are impermanent
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Ring Collider is not almighty

For large Lorentz gamma, energy loss by 
synchrotron radiation becomes significant. 

This is 20 TeV/sec for 105 GeV electron.

2GeV per turn of LEP accelerator at CERN.   

𝑃!"## = 𝜂
2𝐼𝐸
𝜏
+ 2

4𝜋𝑒$

3
𝛽%𝛾%

𝜌



Beam life in a Ring Collider
If the beam energy  is higher  than  “Threshold”,

Birth

Electron and positron 
are generated by the 

sources. 

ｔ=0 sec.

Growing

The beam is 
accelerated up to the 

stored  energy . 

t=10-6 sec.

Working

The collision is 
repeated, but the power 

to keep the beam 
energy is huge.

~2 hours.

End of life

The beam is lost 
statistically by 
scattering , etc. 

t=2 hours.
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Why do we need Linear collider?
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Most of colliders were circular collider.
1．High energy by repetitive accelerations. 
2．High luminosity by high collision rate. 
3. Once the beam is accelerated, it is just circulating. 

Power effective.  
4. When SR is dominant, circular collider (synchrotron) is 

quite ineffective. 
5. The measure is Lorentz gamma (not energy). Protron

synchrotron is still vital.     



Accelerator with no limit, Linear Collider
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Accelerator energy of Linear Collider 𝜀
𝜀 = 𝐿×𝐸

𝐿: Accelerator Length
𝐸 : Accelerator field

Energy extend ability is also linear.

New technology（High 𝐸 ）
Investment（Longer 𝐿）

It is always extendable

90 GeV    Z
250 GeV  ZH
350 GeV  top
? GeV   Dark Matter
? GeV   Susy Particle



International Linear Collider
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International Linear Collider (ILC) 

Ele
ctro
n

Pos
itro
n

20km length、100m 
underground tunnel
Electron and positron 
linear accelerator for     

collider

Detail study for Higgs particle
Searching new particles like
dark matter, etc.

Japan is the only candidate 
site for ILC. 
Iwate (candidate site) will be 
CERN in Asia. 



Challenges by ILC 
Challenges to open a new era

For the collision, the beam should 
be controlled precisely. 

Hit the target

Acceleration by linac is only 
once. We need a powerful 
accelerator boosting up the 
beam to the high energy. 

Strong impact As effective as possible.

Luminosity should be 
maximized with a limited 
beam current. 



Superconducting Accelerator
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ILC is super cool

Nb cavity in superconducting sate cooled by super-fluid He. 
High accelerating gradient of 31.5 MV/m is made with a limited electrical power. 



Summary
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We know that we know only a small fraction of the universe. 
96 % of Universe is dark.

失敗は成功の⺟
予想外の結果、科学で説明できない現象、それは科学の発展の種となる。

加速器は科学のフロンティア
加速器は「未開の地」を探検する科学者の乗り物。
ILCは宇宙創成の謎に迫る国際プロジェクト。⽇本が建設候補地。実現すれば、⽇本
の⼈類への⼤きな貢献。
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Design Concept of 
Linear Collider

37



Pros and Cons of linear collider

Pros
• No energy loss by synchrotron radiation. 
• The beam can be polarized. 
• Strong against the beam-beam effect, because we donʼt care 

about the beam after collision.

Cons
• The beam power canʼt be high, otherwise the electricity could 

be huge. 
• Need a high gradient, otherwise the length could be 

humongous. 



Luminosity Gain for LC

A high luminosity with a limited beam power is a key of LC. 

ℒ =
𝑓𝑛+𝑁$

4𝜋𝜎,𝜎-

Suppress for 
saving electricity

Minimize for 
larger luminosity.

Ring Collider Linear Collider



Beamstrahlung

l Synchrotron radiation with 
magnetic field generated by 
the collision partner. 

l It causes the energy tail of 
the beam resulting a worse 
energy resolution. 

𝐵 =
𝜇!𝐼
2𝜋𝑟

~
𝜇!𝑐𝑒𝑁
2𝜎"𝜎#

𝜎! ≫ 𝜎!

𝜎"
𝜎!

Ampereʼs law

𝛿! = −
Δ𝐸
𝐸

~0.209
𝑁"𝑟#$𝛾
𝜎%

2
𝜎& +𝜎'

"

𝑈( Υ



Luminosity Gain for LC

• A high luminosity with a limited beam power is a key of LC. 
• To keep BS, only sy is minimized.

ℒ =
𝑓𝑛+𝑁$

4𝜋𝜎,𝜎- Minimize for 
large luminosity

To keep BS, it 
should not be too 
small. 

Ring Collider Linear Collider

Solar car

Suppress for 
saving 
electricity



Beam Focusing

𝛽$: Beam focusing depth at IP.
𝜎#: Bunch length.

Focusing Depth

n If 𝜎# > 𝛽$, the luminosity is small, because 
only a fraction of beam is focused. 

n If 𝜎# = 𝛽$, the luminosity is large.
n sz＜by,

n No large enhancement for luminosity
n Enhance Beamstrahlung

n sz＝by is the optimum.

𝜎!

𝛽"



Luminosity Scaling

• Beam power and electricity

• Beam size at IP

• Energy spread by BS

P%&'( = eEfn%N = ηP)'**

σ+,- =
ε+,-β+,-
γ

ℒ =
ηP)'**
E

δ./
ε-

σ0
β-
~
ηP)'**
E

δ./
ε-

δ./ =
N1E
σ+1σ0

ℒ
P)'**

~
η
E

δ./
ε-

Normalized
Luminosity

Luminosity



Luminosity Scaling

ℒ
P!"##

~
η
E

δ$%
ε&

Normalized
Luminosity

Experimental 
Design
Physics

System 
Optimization
Accelerator



Beam Format

l Luminosity optimization decides the bunch geometry and 
average beam current, i.e. product of f and nb.

l Pulse structure is decided by accelerator technology .

𝑃5678 = 𝑒𝐸𝑓𝑛5𝑁

nb nb

1/f

Electron
/Positron

tb



Pulse structure and 
Accelerator technology
Normal Conducting

● Favor high beam current : large N/tb
● Favor short pulse length : small nbtb
● Pulse repetition becomes high: large f

Super Conducting
● Favor small beam current: small N/tb
● Favor long pulse length : large nbtb
● Pulse repetition becomes small: small f. 



Superconducting 
Accelerator

● Tiny resistivity (not zero).
● Cooled down to extremely low temperature, 

2.0K.
● Standing Wave cavity with zero group velocity. 
● It takes a long time to fill RF power to the 

cavity. 



Standing Wave Cavity

n Composed from forward and backward waves 
which has zero group velocity.

n RF power is fed to cavity by buildup.

n RFinput+ RFreflection field = RFcavity

n Initial :Rfinput=- RFreflection.
n Final : RFinput= RFcavity.



Traveling Wave Cavity

●RF power flows through the cavity with a finite 
group velocity. 

●Acceleration field is made by the RF power flow. 

●Residual power is absorbed by a RF load. 

●To make a constant field along the cavity, the 
cell geometry has to be adjusted.

49



Standing Wave Cavity 
Operation Cycle
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𝑉 𝑡 =
2 β𝑃!𝑟𝐿
1 + β

1 − 𝑒
23
4# −

𝐼𝑟𝐿
1 + β

1 − 𝑒
2323$
4#

Input RF Beam induced field

𝑇! =
𝑄

ω 1 + β

Time constant is 
determined with Q value. 
It is common for the 
input RF and beam field. 



SC vs. NC
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𝑃 =
𝑉1

⁄𝑅 𝑄 𝑄
+ 𝐼5678𝑉,Input Power

NC : 𝑃! ≥ 𝑃5, Q is in order of 104.

P0: Cavity PB: Acceleration

SC : 𝑃! < 𝑃5, Q is in order of 1010.



Cryogeni
cs

Bea
m

Superconducting Cavity
Operation cycle

lLarge Q leads long T0. 
lCryogenics operation 
period: 
𝑡9 = 𝑡: + 𝑡5 + 𝑡;.

𝑇! =
𝑄

ω 1 + β
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Operation Temperature 
of SC cavity

●RF resistivity of 
superconductor is not zero 
(residual resistivity). 
●The residual resistivity is 
decreased for lower 
temperature. 
●The cryogenic efficiency is 
less for lower temperature. 
●LC employs 2.0K.

η)*+,-. =
𝑇)

𝑇/ − 𝑇)



Cooling Power

• Cooling power for cryogenics

• Carnot efficiency  

• Machine efficiency

Cryogeni
cs

Bea
m

𝑃%&' = 𝜂(𝜂)𝑃* = 𝜂(𝜂)
𝑉+

𝑅

η, =
𝑇,

𝑇- − 𝑇,
≈ 6.7×10./

η( = 0.1

Total Cryogenic 
Efficiency

To remove 100kW RF 
input power,
1.5x108 W for cryogenic
Power. 

𝜂,𝜂( = 6.7×10.0
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l Tiny resistivity (not zero).
l Operation at extremely low 

temperature, 2.0K.
l SC cavity = Standing Wave cavity 

with zero group velocity, a long filling 
time.  

Superconducting Accelerator
l Cooling power : Prise + Pbeam +Pdecay.
l Because of the small Carnot 

efficiency (0.6%,  2K-> 300K), 
cooling power is dominant. 

l Longer tbeam gives better efficiency.
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How To Fix tB?
●By considering the efficiency of SC accelerator, tB

should be as long as possible. 
●T0 is 0.5ms. If tB is much less than T0, the efficiency is 
quite bad.  
●The beam for collision is made up by DR(Damping Ring). 
The whole pulse is stored in DR for 200 ms.
●DR circumference = tB (0.5ms)x c(speed of light) 
~150km. 



Stupid Linear Collider
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By a compressed 
storage, DR is 
now 3km.



ILC Accelerator Overview
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Functions



Components

Particle Sources

Generate (polarized) 
electron and positron. 

Damping Ring

Where the beam is 
prepared for collision

𝜀& ≫ 𝜀' . 

Main Linac

Boost up the beam to 
125 GeV.

Final Focus and Dump

Focus the beam down 
to nm  at IP. 

Electron and  Positon Flat beam Super conducting Cavity Before and after  collision

60
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Polarized electron beam 
Band gap of GaAs is Γ point ( 

k=0).
Valence Band:

J=|3/2,±3/2> 
(heavy hole)
J=|3/2, ±1/2> 
(light hole).

Conduction Band:
J=|1/2,±1/2>

Matrix Element of transition 
(Clebsh-Gordon coef.）

Heavy hole:     /2
Light hole:    1/2

𝟑

Conduction
band

Valence
band
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Polarization

By energy and helicity 
limitation, only two of six 
transitions are possible.
Number of excited electron 
are polarized by 3:1 matrix 
amplitude.

Right handed polarization Left handed polarization
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High Polarization from SL GaAs

Super-lattice structure 
breaks the degeneration.
The polarization is 
enhanced by 
suppression.

92% polarization, 1.6% QE

Strain relaxed
super-lattice

24 layer

Buffer layer

Base plate
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Positron Production

l There is only few positrons in 
nature.

l Two ways to produce 
positrons :
▬ Create radio-active elements, 

which β+ decays;  p →  n e+ ν.
▬ Pair-creation ; γ →  e+ e-

l All of the positron beam 
sources with a time structure, 
employ the pair-creation 
process.
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Positron Production (2)

l Photon interaction in 
material:

▬ Photo-electron 
effect(<1MeV)

▬ Compton 
scattering (1-
10MeV)

▬ Pair-creation 
(>10MeV)

l Gamma ray, energy    
>10MeV is required 
for effective pair 
creation.

σp.e. : photo-electron
σCompton:Compton scattering
κnuc, κe: pair creation
(from Particle Data Group, http://pdg.lbl.gov)
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Need Photon?

l We need photons in gamma ray region to 
create positrons through the pair creation.

l How to create the photons?
▬ Brems-strahlung: electron interaction in material. 

Very effective.
▬ Undulator radiation: Synchrotron Radiation. Need 

very long undulator with very high energy electron. 
▬ Inverse Compton scattering : Laser and electron 

interaction. Need very high density laser field. 
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Electron Driven
l Electron is decelerated by  nucleus field.
l Photon is emitted by the energy conservation. 
l Gamma rays are obtained with MeV or GeV electrons.
l The gamma rays are converted to positron and electron 

pair by Pair-creation process. 

-

-
+

+ -

+



2010/8/11
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Electron Driven(2)
Bremsstrahlung

l Bremsstrahlung is 
dominant in high energy 
region.

l Below some Ec, ionization 
is dominant.

l When high energy 
electrons are injected into 
material, electrons loose 
their energy by Brems-
strahlung.

l When the energy becomes 
less than Ec, Brems-
strahlung is not dominant.

(dEdx )ion= (dEdx )Brems
Critical Energy  Ec

Ec [MeV ]∼
800
Z+ 1.2
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Cascade Shower
Radiation length X0:

Energy at each steps:

This process is continued up to;

dE
dx
= − E

X 0

En=
E0
2n− 1

nmax=
ln(E0Ec )
ln 2

+ 1

xmax= X 0[ln(E0Ec )+ ln 2]

n=0

n=1

n=2

n=3

n=1

n=4

x= (n− 1) X 0 ln(2)



2010/8/11
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Cascade Shower (2)

l As consequence of the 
cascade shower by the high 
energy electron in material, 
many positrons are 
generated.

l Number of positron is 
maximized at shower max 
determined by X0, E0, and Ec. 

X 0=
716.4[g.cm− 2]A

Z (Z+ 1)ln (287/√Z )

xmax= X 0[ln(E0Ec )+ ln 2] Courtesy of T.Kamitani
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Positron Source

Positron source is a system, composed from:
● Drive Beam (Electron or Photon)
● Conversion target
● Matching Device
● Capture Accelerator

Three concepts:
● Electron driven (conventional), Undualtor, and Laser 

Compton.
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Electron Driven
Sub or Several GeVs driver electron beam.
High Density Material for shower development.
Positron capture by Solenoid, QWT, or AMD.
NC accelerator tube with solenoid focusing.
All positron sources based on accelerator every built, is 
this concept.  That is why it is called as “conventional”.  
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Undulator Positron Source

More than 100 GeV electrons as driver for > 10 MeV 
gamma rays.
With helical undulator, polarized positron is 
generated.
Pulse by pulse spin flipping is difficult.
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Compton Positron Source

Compton back scattering with several GeVs electron 
generates ~ 30 MeV gamma rays.
Positron polarization with circularly polarized laser.
Pulse-by-pulse polarization flipping is possible. 



Damping Ring
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Cool down the beam
Radiation
Damping

E
m
ittan
ce
2

time

Quantum 
excitation

Horizontal

Vertical

ex =10  mm.mrad 
ey =0.035 mm.mrad.
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Quantum excitation

1. No betatron oscillation.
2. Reference orbit is shifted by SR with 

dispersion.
3. Betatron oscillation is induced. 



Final Focus
●To improve luminosity, the beam should be focused down 
to 5.7nm in transverse direction. 
●A strong focusing is not enough. Controlling chromaticity 
is a key issue. 
●Chromaticity : Aberration by energy spread. 
●Chromatic aberration is corrected by achromatic lens 
(Sextupole + Quadrupole). High

energy
Low
energy



Way to Nano-beam
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The most parallel object in the world
Beam should be “parallel” (tiny emittance) to
focus down to nm size.
If we shoot Moon by ILC beam, the beam
size is less than human hair string.
(ILC beam ~ 4.0x10-14 rad)

Cancel the chromaticity 

KEK ATF施設 © 高エネルギー加速器研究機構
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Chromaticity Correction
●Chromaticity by Quadrupole:
●Sextupole with finite dispersion:

●With an adjustment, 

𝑑𝑥′
𝑑𝑠

=
−𝑒𝐻
𝑝/

η&δ + 𝑥0
" − 𝑦" ∼

−2eH
𝑝/

η&δ𝑥0

𝑑𝑥′
𝑑𝑠

= −𝑔 1 − δ 𝑥0 −
2eH
𝑝/

η&δ𝑥0 = −𝑔𝑥0

𝑔 =
2eH
𝑝/

η&

𝑑𝑥′
𝑑𝑠

= −𝑔 1 − δ 𝑥

Bending Sext. Quad. Sext. Quad. IP



Demonstration of nano-beam 
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Scan the laser interference fringe 
with electron beam. 

KEK-ATF2 acceleraotr

45nm beam is demonstared. 

(ILC goal 37nm)



Summary
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1. Journey to higher energy 
Accelerator has increased their 
energy by innovations. 

2. Collider is a powerful tool
Collider is an ideal tool to obtain a 
highest CME state with the given 
beam energy. 

3．New epoch 
Due to the huge energy loss by SR,  
the linear collider is the only solution 
to realize e+e- collision above the 
threshold. 

4.  Eco and powerful machine
To obtain an enough luminosity with 
a limited beam power,  the beam 
collides in a flat shape.  


